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Motivation
Even though it is known that PTSD impacts neuropsychological and verbal tasks, school grades and lowers performance in language schools [1, 2, 3], the number of
specialized treatment places in Germany for the high prevalance rate of mental disorders in refugees is not sufficient (BafF). Considering the smartphone as ’an essential
piece of kit for millions as they travel’[4], a smartphone-based application seems most suitable to reach the greatest possible number of refugees. A number of applications
regarding physical as well as mental health (e.g. PTSD Coach) are already accessible, but a focus on refugees and their specific needs is still missing.

Prototype – Well-being Companion

Content Analysis
Preliminary compliation of:

share data with therapist

- coding scheme: contains deductively constructed categories
- coding guideline: open collection of categories and coding rules
First coding of interviews:
- Marking and coding (based on coding schema) of references
Revision of coding schema and guidelines:
- Remove categories which were too differentiated and add new
categories which were missing and where relevant references
couldn‘t be classified (inductively constructed categories)

∎ qualitative content analysis [5]
∎ mix of deductively and induc-

tively constructed categories
∎ deductive categories: based on

interview guideline
∎ inductive

Finished version of coding scheme

categories:
constructed during first coding

Recoding of all interviews using updated coding scheme

Results & Implications
en-/disable individual modules

Approach: User Interviews
Aims
What is an application that supports psychotherapy and psychotherapeutical
counseling of refugees supposed to look like?

∑ overall

∑ interview

occurrence

occurrence

Implications

usage of therapy homework

5

5

availability of homework problematic

6

4

digital support of homework could be
useful to facilitate therapy

language barrier

18

4

should rely on text as little as possible

missing trust/support

6

4

scepticism sensitive data (refugees)

8

3

needs to be trustworthy (and convey
that image)

scepticism sensitive data (therapists)

6

3

compliance problematic

11

5

reminder for homework/sessions

11

4

familiarity of device helpful

8

4

smartphones have high acceptance

7

4

unfamiliar context can cause problems

6

3

precise limits of system (important)

4

3

fear of ‘getting replaced’ (therapists)

2

2

support, not replacement of therapy

4

3

understanding of therapy problematic

8

3

request patients to release data

8

5

data security important

7

4

reminder functions for different aspects
(e.g. homework, appointments)

∎ support psychotherapy to facilitate mental health specialists
∎ identify problems in therapy to develop technical support
∎ identify potential difficulties with technical support early on
∎ short evaluation of (paper-)prototype
∎ collect ideas and wishes from experts

Interview Participants
→ 6 female mental health specialists (5 interviews)
→ 4 psychotherapists (2 in training, 2 trained), 1 systemic
counselor (in training), 1 psychiatrist (trained)

make use of known concepts (audio,
camera, etc.) in a new context

purpose of application, including it's
limits, needs to be clear

control over data needs to lie with
patients at all times

Next Steps

→ cognitive behavioral therapy, narrative exposure therapy,
systemic counseling

∎ collect data regarding acceptance by refugees

→ 28 – 40 years
→ 1 – 4 years of therapy experience in general

∎ implementation of functional prototype including user tests

→ 6 months – 10 years therapy experience with refugees

∎ long-term study to examine e.g. effectiveness, user satisfaction

→ development in small cycles, always inducing user feedback
∎ possible extensions to functions needed beyond therapy (e.g. legal advice)
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